Biomedical Text Mining (BioTM) is providing valuable approaches to the automated curation of scientific literature. However, most efforts have addressed the benchmarking of new algorithms rather than user operational needs. Bridging the gap between BioTM researchers and biologists' needs is crucial to solve real-world problems and promote further research.
Introduction
Nowadays, the ability to link structured biology-related database information to the essentially unstructured scientific literature and to extract additional information is invaluable for Computational Biology. Although an ever growing number of repositories is available, crucial theoretical and experimental information still resides in free text [1] .
Biomedical Text Mining (BioTM) is a new research field [2] aiming at the extraction of novel, non-trivial information from the large amounts of biomedical related documents and its encoding into a computer-readable format. Traditionally, the act of literature curation, i.e. the inspection of a document and the extraction of relevant information, was exclusively manual. However, the outstanding scientific publication rate, the continuous evolution of the biological terminology and the ever more complex analysis requirements brought by systems-level approaches urge for automated curation processes [3] [4] [5] .
BioTM encompasses Information Retrieval (IR), Information Extraction (IE) and Hypothesis Generation (HG) as its main areas. IR deals with the automatic search and retrieval of relevant documents from the Web, taking advantage of available bibliographic catalogues and providing for local copies of potentially interesting publications whenever possible. IE embraces all activities regarding automated document processing, namely Named Entity Recognition (NER) [6] [7] [8] [9] (also referred, along this work, as semantic tagging), Relationship Extraction (RE) [10] [11] [12] , Document Classification [13, 14] , Document Summarisation (DS) [15, 16] and the visualisation and traversal of literature data [17, 18] . Its foremost aim is to emulate human curators, annotating biological entities of interest and relevant events (relationships between entities) in such a way that both document visualisation and further content analysis can deliver valuable knowledge. HG addresses the conciliation of literature-independent data (e.g. from laboratory or in-silico experiments) with the specific annotations derived from the literature, confirming IE results and assigning additional functional, cellular or molecular context [19] [20] [21] . In this paper, we will focus only on the IR and IE areas. ABNER [27] AliBaba [28] BiolE [29] Chilibot [20] EBIMed [25] EDGAR [30] EMPathIE [31] GAPSCORE [32] GeneWays [33] GIS [34] GoPubMed [35] iHOP [36] LitMiner [37] MedEvi [38] 
Main existing efforts in IR and IE
Acknowledging the existence of numerous efforts in IR and IE, it is important to establish which are the current achievements and limitations at the different tasks and, in particular, identify areas where contribution is most needed. A comparison of the main features of a set of selected available tools is given in Table 1 .
Usually, Biomedical IR tools [18, 22, 23] exploit the search engine of PubMed [24] , which is currently the largest biomedical bibliographic catalogue available. PubMed provides for general publication data (e.g. title, authors and journal) and, whenever possible, also delivers the abstract and external links for Web-accessible journals. Abstracts only provide for paper overview and thus, the retrieval of full-text documents is considered desirable for most applications. However, few tools support Web crawling into Web-accessible journals, limiting IE output to general knowledge acquisition.
There is a large diversity of tools that perform IE tasks, using alternative approaches. Document pre-processing and NER are key tasks in these tools. Document pre-processing involves document conversion, stopword removal, tokenisation, stemming, shallow parsing and Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging (also referred as syntactic tagging), among other tasks [25] .
The conversion of conventional publishing formats (e.g. PDF and HTML) into more suitable processing formats (namely plain ASCII) is prone to errors and information losses. Issues regarding the conversion of Greek letters, superscripts and subscripts, tables and figures are still open [26] . Also, conventional English shallow parsing and POS tagging do not comply with biological terminology and some efforts have been made to use benchmarking biomedical corpora in the construction of specialised parsers and taggers [27] [28] [29] .
NER deals with the identification of mentions to biological entities of interest in biomedical texts. Strategies for NER combine Natural Language Processing (NLP) with Machine Learning (ML) techniques [30, 31] . Lookup tables, dictionaries and ontologies provide first-level support [32] [33] [34] to NER. Rule-based systems [35] [36] [37] deliver additional automation by using templates (e.g. regular expressions) to describe well-known term generation trends in domain-specific problems (a classical example is the categorical nouns ''ase" that are commonly related to enzyme mentions). ML techniques are used to create NER models, capable of encompassing the mutating morphology and syntax of the terminology and discriminating between ambiguous term senses. Techniques such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [38] , Naive Bayes methods [39] , Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [9] and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [40, 41] have been successfully applied to the annotation of controlled corpora (e.g. Genia [42] , BioCreAtIvE [34, 43] or TREC [44, 45] ).
However, most NER tools focus on gene and protein tagging and the annotation of new biological classes demands major restructuring in terms of both annotation schema and resources. Also, it is difficult to find NER tools that enable the on-demand construction of lexical resources, i.e. dictionaries and ontologies.
ML-oriented approaches are typically based on benchmarking over particular corpora and constructed using a particular algorithm. Currently, no tool provides a user-friendly workflow for the construction of new models and model evaluation, i.e. feature selection and comparison between different algorithms.
Moreover, at this point, biomedical annotated corpora represent a bottleneck in the development of software as current approaches cannot be extended without the production of corpora, conveniently validated by domain experts. Computational tools for annotation already exist [46] [47] [48] , but issues such as the support to semi-automatic annotation (using and creating resources such as dictionaries, ontologies, templates or user-specified rules), flex- QUOSA [47] Suiseki [48] Textpresso [49] TIMS [50] a Basic processing includes tokenisation, stemming, stopword removal and sentence delimitation.
b Syntactic tagging (Part-Of-Speech, shallow parsing).
c Dictionaries, ontologies and lookup tables.
ibility in terms of annotation schemas and data exchange formats and the definition of user-friendly environments for manual annotation are usually not contemplated in such tools.
Motivation and aims
So far, most BioTM strategies have focused on technique development rather than on cooperating with the biomedical research community and integrating techniques into workbench environments [49] . Freely available tools (see Table 1 for references) fail to account for different usage roles, presenting little flexibility or demanding expert programming skills. This limits the application of new approaches to real-world scenarios and, consequently, the use of BioTM from the end-user perspective.
With the aim of providing a contribution to close this gap, we propose @Note, a novel BioTM platform that copes with major IR and IE tasks and promotes multi-disciplinary research. In fact, it aims to provide support to three different usage roles: biologists, text miners and application developers (Fig. 1) .
For biologists, @Note can be seen as a set of user-friendly tools for biomedical document retrieval, annotation and curation. From a text miner perspective, it provides a biological text analysis workbench encompassing a number of techniques for text engineering and supporting the definition of custom experiments in a graphical manner. The developer role addresses the inclusion of new services, algorithms or graphical components, ensuring the integration of BioTM research efforts. Making changes, adding functionalities, integrating third-party software or new developments in the field can be performed in an easy manner. @Note aims to provide support to each of these three roles individually, but also to sustain the collaborative work between users with different perspectives. In summary, @Note's primary aims by role are as follows:
Allow the biologists to deal with literature annotation and curation tasks using a friendly graphical application. Allow the biologists to take advantage of novel text mining techniques, by the easy utilisation of ready-to-use models which can partially automate manual tasks like text annotation and relevant document retrieval. Allow the text miners to use and configure Bio-TM models without programming.
Allow the text miners to translate to the biologists their configured and validated models in order to use them in real-world scenarios. Allow the developers to continuously provide or integrate new functionalities in modular applications.
The next section describes @Note's implementation, in terms of its design principles, of the high level functional components and also of its low-level development details. Each usage role is characterised in terms of operational needs and resources, identifying the support provided by @Note. Its usage in research groups that host researchers with distinct profiles is exemplified in Section 3, with a use case regarding the collection of data from the literature for a particular biological phenomenon, an example of a task to be performed by a biologist. Another example deals with the development and validation of ML models for NER (by text miners) and its subsequent use by biologists over their curated data. The two applications described in that section provide examples of @Note's potential use and illustrate its design principles.
Design and implementation
The three usage roles present in @Note stand for three expertise levels in terms of BioTM usage and programming. Biologists are not expected to have extensive knowledge about BioTM techniques or programming skills. Text miners are knowledgeable in BioTM techniques, but are not able to program the inclusion of new techniques or the adaptation of existing ones, focusing on the analysis of different BioTM scenarios. Developers are responsible for the programming needs of both biologists and text miners, adding or extending components and, eventually, including thirdparty components.
Thus, the design of @Note was driven by two major directives. Firstly, it provides developers with tools that aim at the inclusion and further extension of BioTM approaches, by considering the following development principles: (i) modularity, by promoting a component-based platform, both providing a set of reusable modules that can be used by developers to build applications and also supporting the possibility of developing and integrating new components; (ii) flexibility, by allowing the available components to be easily arranged and configured in diverse ways to create distinct applications; and (iii) interoperability, by allowing the integration Secondly, it seeks to provide the final users with applications developed under the principles of (i) simplicity, providing easyto-use and intuitive user interfaces and (ii) transparency, enabling the use of state-of-the-art techniques without requiring extensive previous knowledge about the undergoing activities.
In the next subsections, the @Note workbench will be presented at two levels of abstraction. On one hand, we describe the functional modules, the technologies that were used to carry out their implementation and the available resources. In particular, we explain the inclusion of features from third-parties such as GATE text engineering framework [50] and YALE data mining workbench [51] in @Note's modules. On the other hand, we detail the low-level integration in terms of software modules, module integration and how the whole system can be extended.
Functional modules
@Note integrates four main functional modules covering different tasks of BioTM (Fig. 2) . The Document Retrieval Module (DRM) accounts for IR tasks. Initial IE steps are covered by the Document Conversion and Structuring Module (DCSM), whereas the Natural Language Processing Module (NLPM) supports tokenisation, stemming, stopword removal, syntactic and semantic text processing. In particular, the SYntactic Processing sub-module (SYP) carries out POS tagging and shallow parsing, while the Lexicon-based NER sub-module (L-NER) and the Model-based NER sub-module (M-NER) are responsible for semantic NER annotation. Finally, the Text Mining Module (TMM) deals with ML algorithms, providing models for distinct IR or IE tasks (e.g. NER or document relevance assessment).
Document Retrieval Module
PubMed is currently the largest biomedical bibliographic catalogue available and it accepts external/batch access through the Entrez Programming Utilities (eUtils) Web service [52] . It provides trivial document metadata (such as title, authors and publishing journal) and, whenever this information is available, delivers the abstract, the MeSH keywords [53] and the links to Web-accessible journal sources.
Our DRM supports PubMed keyword-based queries, but also document retrieval from open-access and subscribed Web-accessible journals. It accounts for the need of processing full-text documents, in order to obtain detailed information about biological processes. The module exploits the eUtils service, following up its user requirements, namely ensuring a 3 second delay between requests. On the other hand, Perl LWP::Simple [54] and WWW::Mechanize [55] crawling modules were used in the development of the full-text retrieval functionality.
External links are traversed sequentially, avoiding server overload and respecting journal policy. The module identifies most document source hyperlinks through general templates. However, for journals where traverse is not straightforward (for example, due to javascript components or redirect actions), particular retrieval templates need to be implemented. Moreover, before issuing document retrieval, each candidate hyperlink is tested using the head primitive, ensuring that the document is retrievable and its MIME type corresponds to a PDF file. File contents are compared with the corresponding bibliographic registry in order to ensure that the document has been actually found.
Apart from implementing the search and retrieval of problemrelated documents, the DRM also supports document relevance assessment. Keyword-based queries deliver a list of candidate documents and the user usually evaluates the actual relevance of each of these documents. Even taking into account document annotations, this process is laborious and time-consuming as some assessments demand careful reading of full-texts and the interpretation of implicit statements.
Foreseeing the need to automate relevance assessment, the module includes ML algorithms to obtain problem-specific document relevance classification models, thus delivering some degree of automation to this process.
Document Conversion and Structuring Module
The DCSM is responsible for PDF-to-text document conversion and first-level structuring. PDF files need to be translated to a format that can be utilised by posterior NLP modules. Plain ASCII text is considered the most suitable format, but this conversion implicates numerous information losses. Since current PDF-to-text processors are not aware of the typesetting of each journal, two-column text, footnotes, headers/footers and figures/tables captions (and contents) tend to be dispersed and mixed up during conversion. Also, there are terminology-related issues such as the conversion of Greek letters, superscripts and subscripts, hyphenisation and italics.
After testing several PDF conversion tools, including existing software for Optical Character Recognition (OCR), we concluded that no tool clearly outperformed the others and most of the aforementioned problems persisted. For now, @Note includes two of the most successful free conversion programs, namely: the pdftotext program (which is part of the Xpdf software [56] ) and its MAC OS version [57] and the PDFBox [58] .
The process of XML-oriented document structuring was based on bibliographic data and general rules. @Note catalogue provides for title, authors, journal and abstract data. Additional template rules search for known journal headings (such as Introduction, Implementation, Conclusions and References), assuming that they are usually fully capitalised (or present an initial caps) and start at the beginning of a line and are followed by a newline.
Natural Language Processing Module
The NLPM embraces document pre-processing, syntactic annotation, semantic annotation and a friendly environment for the manual annotation of documents. Furthermore, it is able to process abstracts and full-texts interchangeably.
The interchange of annotation schemas, the management of terminological resources (namely dictionaries) and the use of existing syntactic annotators have been fully detailed in [59] . Here, we aim at providing a general overview on our work in this topics and, in particular, to establish the main path required to produce annotated documents.
Tokenisation, sentence splitting and stopword removal are the basic text processing steps, and typically they do not rely on previous pre-processing, whereas shallow parsing and NER may be based on POS annotation. In fact, the developed tools are able to deal with both semantic and syntactic annotation and annotation processes have no precedence over one another, i.e. semantic annotation may occur after or before POS tagging. Such multi-layer annotation may support text mining tasks (namely the construction of NER classifications models) as well as further relationship extraction.
Basic text processing steps were implemented using GATE features. Syntactic annotation is outputted by GATE's POS tagger whereas semantic annotation, i.e. NER, may be sustained by lexical resources (L-NER) or a classification model (M-NER). The L-NER sub-module was fully developed by the authors and incorporates a lexicon management plug-in and a specialised system to rewrite text using regular expression-based rules developed upon Text::RewriteRules Perl module [60] .
This module also supports the construction and use of lexical resources, encompassing data loaders for major biomedical databases such as BioCyc [61] , UniProt [62] , ChEBI [63] and NCBI Taxonomy [64] and integrative databases such as Biowarehouse [65] . Also, it provides lists of standard laboratory techniques, general physiological states and verbs commonly related to biological events produced by the authors.
Currently, the system accounts for a total of 14 biological classes as follows: gene (including the subclasses metabolic and regulatory gene), protein (including the subclasses transcription factor and enzyme), pathway, reaction, compound, organism, DNA, RNA, physiological state and laboratory technique. The rewriting system attempts to match terms (up to 7-word composition) against dictionary contents, checking for different term variants (e.g. hyphen and apostrophe variants) and excluding too short terms (less than 3-character long). Additional patterns are included to account for previously unknown terms and term variants. For example, the template ''ð½a À zf3g½A À Z þ nd Ã Þ" (a sequence of three lower-case letters followed by an uppercase letter and a sequence of zero or more digits) is used to identify candidate gene names while the categorical nouns ''ase" and ''RNA" may point out to unknown enzyme and RNA entity mentions, respectively. Besides class identification, the system also sustains term normalisation, grouping all term variants around a ''common name" for visualisation and statistical purposes. The M-NER sub-module aims at applying classification models to the NER task and therefore accounting for the constantly mutating biological terminology. Text miners use the TMM (described next) to build such models. Nevertheless, no expertise on text mining is required to run the M-NER sub-module and thus, any user may use existing models and configurations on a particular problem (see the example on Section 3).
Both the L-NER and M-NER sub-modules provide invaluable aid to curators, but available techniques do not fully cope with terminological issues. Manual curation is still an important BioTM requirement and @Note acknowledges this fact by providing a user-friendly environment where biologists (problem experts) may revise automatically annotated documents. The manual annotation environment guarantees high-quality annotation and hence the extraction of relevant information. Annotated documents resulting from L-NER can be refined, eliminating or correcting (e.g. change term class or adjusting term grams) existing annotations and adding new annotations. Such annotation refinement may also support dictionary updates, accounting for term novelty and term synonymy.
Manually curated documents can be used as training corpus at the TMM to build classification models. In fact, the existence of this curation environment makes it possible for biologists and researchers to cooperate in the improvement of BioTM corpora to build automated models upon expert-revised knowledge.
Text Mining Module
The TMM accounts for the workbench for conducting text mining experiments. The module is implemented by a low-level plugin to YALE [51] , that also includes WEKA [66, 67] . These are two open-source toolkits, allowing the deployment of different problem-oriented text mining experiments (namely feature selection and model evaluation).
Currently, the module aims only at the construction and evaluation of NER ML models that can be further used at the M-NER sub-module of the NLPM, although other tasks such as document relevance are already being developed. NER-oriented dataset preparation was implemented by the authors upon GATE features and covers morphological, syntactical and context features. Morphological features track term composition elements (such as capitalization, hyphenisation, alphanumeric data, quotes and tildes) and affix information (3-5 character long). Syntactical features are based on POS tagging. Context features capture the morphological and syntactical nature of the words in the neighbourhood of the term (typically, two words for each side).
Based on their expertise, text miners select the set of features that better describe each problem and perform mining experiments. Experiments evaluate different mining algorithms and alternative algorithm configuration. The resulting model can then be saved and further used in the M-NER sub-module.
Resource management
In @Note there are three main resources: the bibliographic catalogue, the lexical resources and the documents. The bibliographic catalogue is fed up by the DRM, storing PubMed record details (e.g. title, authors and journal), source links, log data on journal accessibility and document relevance assessments. The lexical resources include the dictionaries derived from biomedical databases and the lookup tables. Dictionaries are dynamically created by the user according to the particular annotation problem and the availability of database loaders. Regarding lookup tables, currently those are available for the annotation of physiological states, laboratorial techniques and biologically meaningful verbs.
Both the catalogue and the lexical resources are kept in a relational database (MySQL) that can be located at the user's local machine (private) or at a remote server (shared).
Documents retrieved for user-specified queries are kept locally along with the corresponding plain text, structured and annotated files. Thus, users get instant access to documents that have already been retrieved for prior queries and may use and compare results from different annotation procedures through the sharing of processed documents.
Low-level Integration Issues
At the low-level, @Note supports continuous development, where new features and services can be added and improved frequently, integrating many research efforts. It is mainly developed using Java, which has found increased adoption in the scientific community, due to the huge amount of freely available APIs and open-source scientific developments, not to mention its other benefits such as object-orientation, language interoperability, crossplatform nature, built-in support for multi-threading and networking, among others. @Note is built on top of AIBench [68] , a Java application development framework used in a growing number of research projects. This framework has three main advantages:
AIBench provides the programmer with a proven design and architecture. The applications developed with AIBench incorporate three types of well defined objects: operations, datatypes and datatype views, following the MVC (model-view-controller) design pattern. This leads to units of work with high coherence that can easily be combined and reused. AIBench provides the programmer with services which are independent of the application scope, but useful for every application, like input dialog generation, application context management, concurrent operation execution, etc. The programmer can spend more time focusing in the problem specific requirements rather than in low-level details. AIBench is plug-in based. AIBench applications are developed adding components, called plug-ins, each one containing a set of AIBench objects. The coarse-grained integration between functionalities is carried out establishing dependencies between these plug-ins. This allows reusing and integrating functionalities of past and future developments based on AIBench.
The use of AIBench makes an outstanding contribution in the pursuit for the declared design principles of @Note, namely:
Interoperability: AIBench allows the developer to integrate under a MVC-based design different functionalities which can come from other third-party software. AIBench promotes the creation of datatypes and operations in order to wrap the proprietary structures of independent software into standardized formats, allowing the interoperability inside the final application. Flexibility: AIBench is a highly configurable and a field-independent framework which facilitates changes in a continuously developing application. Modularity: mainly using the plug-in engine (at a higher level) and the concepts of datatype and operation at a lower level.
The AIBench framework is also able to automatically generate technical documentation of the internal API of AIBench plug-ins (integrated in the Developer's manual available in the web site), via a plug-in called Documentor. This is a valuable item both for the developers involved in the @Note project and for developers interested in using the available plug-ins to develop new applications.
Currently, @Note includes three main plug-ins: the core @Note plug-in, the GATE plug-in, and the YALE plug-in (Fig. 3) . The core plug-in encompasses modules fully developed by the authors (e.g. DRM, DCSM and L-NER) while the other two plug-ins adapt well-known open-source efforts in the area of Text Engineering and ML respectively. GATE and YALE were chosen because they are familiar to text and data miners, due to their open-source nature and because they are also ongoing projects, where the new advances in their fields are rapidly included. Moreover, the YALE software also includes another popular data mining package, Weka. By the adaptation of YALE to AIBench, the use of Weka algorithms is straightforward.
Results
We demonstrate the strengths of @Note in a real-world scenario embracing different usage roles. Imagine that a biologist or biotechnologist is interested in the study of stress responses triggered by nutrient starvation (i.e. stringent response) in Escherichia coli. This phenomenon is quite common when E. coli is used for the production of biopharmaceuticals and it reduces the productivities that can be obtained [69] . Therefore, its full characterization is indispensable for the identification of strategies to overcome it.
The ultimate goal of this study would then be to obtain a systems-level view of the biological process, by characterizing the mechanisms in the basis of this response. A major part of this characterization is the identification of the main entities involved (genes, proteins, metabolites, etc.), since they can be targets for strategies to inhibit this stress response. Although some data can be retrieved from public databases, the major part of the information still lies in the literature. Moreover, it is not likely that such information could be retrieved from abstracts, since detailed molecular mechanisms are usually described in the full text. A user-friendly tool like @Note could then be of major interest for cases like this, since it allows automatically retrieving and partly curating relevant documents. From the biologist perspective and for this problem, the workflow would set as follows (Fig. 4) : search PubMed for available information and, whenever possible, retrieve full-text documents; automatically process the set of publications and, in particular, perform lexical-based NER with an organismspecific dictionary; manually revise some or all annotations, ensuring the reliability of further information extraction; and inspect the overall corpus results.
Implicitly, this process is incremental, as new documents are always appearing and their contents should be incorporated in the overall view. As such, the biologist is interested in refining not just document annotations, but also the lexical resources supporting NER which will enhance posterior knowledge acquisition stages. Furthermore, the biologist may consider using more advanced approaches for NER by posing his problem to a text miner that will create NER classification models. The text miner will be responsible for dataset preparation and the evaluation of different ML techniques. By comparing the performance of those techniques, he will propose a configuration for ML-based model for NER. The biologist will determine whether the model outperforms lexicon based NER results and, if not, may provide the miner additional information about the problem. 3.1. The Biologist perspective -looking for documents on E. coli stringent response and delivering an annotated corpus All operations defined within this section can be performed using the @Note Basics (+ML-based models) application provided in the project's web site. Furthermore, the detailed steps of this task and relevant screenshots are given in Supplementary Material (also available at the web site). At first, the biologist defines the keyword-based query as ''Escherichia coli stringent response". Automatically, @Note deploys a PubMed search and information on the documents (including abstracts) is retrieved (Fig. 5) . As we are interested in full-text contents, pdf document retrieval is also issued, but only for documents that are not already catalogued (obtained in previous queries). Process duration will depend on the . Information retrieval with @Note: obtaining and visualising documents from PubMed related to a specific query. The biologist asks PubMed for publications related to a specific topic and, in order to get detailed information, journal crawling is also issued. @Note stores the outputted documents into the bibliographic catalogue, supporting further access and processing. amount of documents already in catalogue, available Internet bandwidth (retrieval speed) and the performance of journal servers (web site and catalogue administration). Nevertheless, the process is completely transparent to the user that will only acknowledge the set of documents outputted for the query.
PDF conversion into plain text and basic document structuring are also transparent to the user that will only see the documents already in HTML format. Biologist intervention is requested only at L-NER, where he configures the process by selecting the most adequate dictionary, and eventually, some additional lookup tables and rules. The user can choose one of the existing dictionaries (like the E. coli dictionary we have built from a Biowarehouse repository) or may deploy the construction of a particular one from the current set of supported data sources. Also, if using a multi-class dictionary, the user may specify the subset of supported biological classes to be annotated (for example, only genes and proteins). Automatically annotated documents (Fig. 6 ) are made available to the user in the manual curation environment for expert revision. In this environment, identified terms appear in different colours, depending on their class, facilitating the view of the annotation performed. When correcting or adding a new annotation, the biologist uses expert knowledge to deal with dictionary incompleteness and eventual inconsistencies. Moreover, problems such as the disambiguation of distinct mentions using the same term (e.g. same gene, protein and RNA name) is a classical example where manual curation is invaluable.
The biologist is also able to search for additional information about text mentions (already annotated or not) in Web-accessible databases such as UniProt or Biocyc, accounting for unfamiliar terminology and confirming some classifications.
After performing expert revision or immediately after automated L-NER, the user has the opportunity to look at some statistics (Fig. 7) regarding, for example, the frequencies of a given entity within the documents analysed.
The text miner perspective -preparing a particular NER model
All the operations mentioned in this section are provided in the @Note Mining application available in the project's web site. Again, the detailed steps of this task are described in Supplementary Material. After the annotated corpus is revised by the biologist, the text miner can perform mining experiments, evaluating which features and algorithms are more suitable for the NER problem.
First, the text miner prepares the training dataset (Fig. 8) , processing the orthographic features (such as the presence of uppercase letters, digits, dashes, etc.) of each annotated term, as well as the corresponding affix elements (ranging from 3 to 5 character-long) and context information (2 words for each side). Also, he decides which class(es) the model will learn to classify.
The statistical characterization of the annotated corpus is an important support for the work of the text miner (Fig. 7) . Document frequency and term annotation reports indicate the representativeness of the corpus regarding each biological class and its overall balance.
The deployment of text mining experiments implies the parameterisation of ML algorithms and further evaluation of the obtained model. At this level, @Note supports full algorithm parameterisation and k-fold cross-validation.
After several experiments, the text miner delivers the ML-based NER model that he considers most adequate for the given problem and the biologist has then the possibility of substituting the L-NER module by the M-NER module in the curation process. Thus, biologist and miner cooperate in the overall task of gathering information about a particular problem ('' E. coli stringent response"), accounting for expert domain knowledge and mining skills, respectively.
Conclusions
The @Note project aims at fulfilling the existing gap between BioTM researchers and BioTM potential users. It was designed to target three different user roles: biologists, text miners and application developers. It provides user-friendly tools that aid users without BioTM expertise in managing and processing the ever growing literature. Furthermore, it accounts for BioTM research needs, providing means for experts to prepare and deploy NLP and ML experiments using well-known tools such as GATE, YALE and WEKA. Also, it is built on top of AIBench framework, which facilitates the design and deployment of new applications as well as low-level tool integration.
At the best of our knowledge, @Note is the first tool to integrate these three usage roles.
Another of its strengths is its integrated design that allows the development and evaluation and of state-of-the-art BioTM techniques. The manual curation of automatic document annotation contributes to enhance lexicon support as well as to produce controlled corpora, an invaluable asset for BioTM research.
Given the nature of this project, the main effort in future work will be the development and integration of new functionalities, to be integrated in new @Note plug-ins.
Availability
The project is made available, together with documentation and other resources, in the project home page given below.
More details:
Project name: @Note Biomedical Text Mining workbench. Project home page: http://sysbio.di.uminho.pt/anote/wiki. Operating system(s): Platform independent. 
